
Marketing transformation requires more than a one-and-done approach to process optimization and technology 
implementation. CMOs that keep their finger on the pulse of progress as the world of digital marketing changes position 
their organizations for success.

Zee Jay Digital provides two Health Check services that help modern marketers continually improve.

Marketing Operations Health Check Health Check for Workfront

Assess operations and make optimization recommendations 
including coaching/resource redeployment

Assess implementation scope focused on extracting maximum 
value from your software investment

 Ц Use competitive benchmarks from anecdotal and 3rd-party 
sources

 Ц Achieve shared understanding among stakeholders

º Operations visualization

º Common vernacular

º Basis for common planning across BUs

º Basis for shared services support

º Regional vs. HQ responsibilities

º Technology gaps, redundancies

 Ц Apply modern process approaches, team design

 Ц Quick wins and mid-range roadmap to optimize

 Ц Evaluate Workfront design and the configuration’s ability to 
meet the organization’s ongoing needs 

 Ц Capture leadership and management needs evolved since 
implementation

 Ц Identify integration points with adjacent solutions to 
maximize benefit

 Ц Plot firm-wide system use (user adoption levels, functionality 
utilized) at current level of maturity, and develop plan to 
enhance

 Ц Quick wins and mid-range roadmap to achieve more benefit 

Assesses 5 characteristics of a high-performing marketing 
organization:

1. Alignment in a fluid environment
2. Personalization at scale
3. Orchestration across internal and external resources
4. Capabilities for buyer engagement and analysis
5. Talent skills and levels for marketing in a digital world

Assesses 2 key areas involved in getting more advantage from 
Workfront:

1. Process & Tool

º Common Marketing Process

º Design, Documentation, Reporting, Licensing Strategies

º Usage

2. People & Performance

º Governance/Change Control

º Vision and Strategy

º Role and Process Alignment

º Training, Communication, Support
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Which Approach is Right for You?

mailto:info%40zeejaydigital.com?subject=


Health Check Methodology

Zee Jay Digital’s All About Helping You Succeed 
We’re passionate about making the quality and effectiveness of marketing better. 

Our Marketing Operations Health Check and Workfront Health Check keep your marketing 

organization healthy, productive—and competitive.

Leading B2B and B2C brands of all types appreciate our assessment approach almost as 

much as they do the results.

• We leverage modern frameworks honed over last decade

• Zee Jay’s technology-agnostic, unbiased point-of-view assures objectivity

• A business value (vs. IT) orientation prioritizes benefit

• The unique advisory consulting staffing model provides range of expertise

In addition to the Marketing Operations and Workfront Health Checks, Zee Jay 

Digital offers an array of marketing transformation solutions that help corporate marketing 

organizations and in-house agencies structure, operate and compete in a digital world.

©2019 Zee Jay Digital, all rights reserved. 
Health Check is a trademark of Zee Jay Digital Inc. All other trademarks are presumed owned by their respective companies.

You're Invited to a Podcast Tribute 
to Real-World Marketers

Good Morning, Marketing, a podcast 
series by Zee Jay Media, uncovers the 
challenges of modernizing marketing in 
the digital age. The talk’s entertaining, 
the dialog will open your eyes, and the 
therapeutic value is well worth your time.

Whether you need a progressive perspective on the state of your current marketing operations, or a review of your 
Workfront system implementation, a Zee Jay Digital Health Check can help. Both Health Checks use a proven methodology 
that helps your organization achieve its highest potential.

Mobilize Immerse Assess Achieve Consensus

 Ц Hold scoping session

 Ц Leverage foundational 
scoping frameworks

 Ц Identify participants for 
each scoped element

 Ц Provide/respond to 
documentation request 
(prior to onsite sessions)

 Ц Hold discovery 
interviews, workshops, 
demos (≈ 2 rounds)

 Ц Leverage proprietary 
framework (adapted 
for client)

 Ц Formulate guiding 
principles, goals, 
OGSM, etc.

 Ц Iterate foundational 
models

 Ц Hold workshops with 
senior stakeholders

 Ц Identify redundancies, 
gaps

 Ц Build consensus across 
IT and BUs and refine as 
needed

Learn More: 
ZeeJayDigital.com/Good-Morning-Marketing

Zee Jay helped us thoughtfully redeploy 
Workfront and address broken processes 
for hundreds of users. We achieved greater 
visibility and new efficiencies immediately.

– Head of Marketing Ops for National Grocer

“
”

Recent clients include:
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